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The signaling equipment that JR East conducts maintenance on daily includes signals, electric point machines, and 
interlocking devices, and most of those bear a role in safe and stable operation of trains.  The types and volume of that 
equipment are vast, and much labor is required.  Signal bonds for track circuits attached for electrical connections 
between rails in particular may obstruct train operation in cases such as when they fall off, so visual inspections are 
conducted one to three times a year, and the burden on those inspectors is large.  In past studies, we found that signal 
bond abnormalities can be detected using image processing technology.1)  In this paper, we cover study of an algorithm 
for judging whether signal bonds are normal or abnormal by monitoring images where they are attached and prototype 
creation and evaluation of an abnormality judgment device equipped with that algorithm in order to achieve efficient 
inspection.

2. Track Circuits and Signal Bonds

Track circuits use electrical shunting of two rails by train wheelsets (wheel and axle) to detect a train, as shown in Fig. 1, 
and the signal bonds covered in this paper are equipment to send track circuit current to rails.  Signal bonds are usually 
welded, but they may fall of from rails due to deterioration with age or wiring may be severed, so periodic inspections 
are necessary.

1. Introduction

Fundamental Development of Monitoring for Signal Bonds
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When the signal bond for a track circuit falls off, the train operation will be suspended.  East Japan Railway Company regularly 
conducts visual inspection and checks the state of signal bonds many times.  However, that takes much labor and is very difficult.  
We thus studied abnormality detection for signal bonds by image recognition in order to reduce the number of periodic 
inspections.
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3. Track Monitoring Images

In studying judgement of being normal or abnormal by images, we decided to use images obtained by the track facility 
monitoring device2) introduced at JR East.  The track facility monitoring device is a device attached to trains in commercial 
operation to frequently monitor track condition.  Signal bonds attached to the side of rails show up in some images 
recorded by the device (hereinafter, “monitoring images”), so we judged that those images are effective (see Fig. 2). 

4. Abnormality Judgement Algorithm

4.1 Overall Processing Flow 
Fig. 3 shows an outline of the processing flow for judging whether signal bonds are normal or abnormal.  Images used 
are saved as continuously recorded images of track per day.  For that reason, most of the images input do not have bonds 
in them, so just the bonds to be evaluated are selected by “bond extraction processing”.  Then, the same signal bonds are 
associated and angle compensation per recording date is executed in “positioning processing”.  In the final “abnormality 
judgement processing”, difference comparison of reference recording date images and target recording date images of the 
selected signal bonds is performed, and if the difference value calculated is greater than the threshold value set, “large 
change = abnormality” is output. 

4.2 Bond Extraction 
In bond extraction, Co-occurrence Histogram of Oriented Gradients (CoHOG) feature quantity, a local feature quantity 
that extracts object shape from images, and Support Vector Machine (SVM), a machine learning method with teaching 
for pattern recognition, are used.

A CoHOG feature quantity is a feature quantity based on the HOG feature quantity (see 4.4 Abnormality Judgment) 
that uses co-occurrence relationship of individual-pixel intensity gradient information (expresses ambient luminance 
change as direction) and intensity gradient information of surrounding pixels to enable differentiation of objects of 
similar shape (see Fig. 4).  Fig. 5 is an example expressing an image of SVM in 2D.  With data (support vector) at 
the closest coordinates to another group (■ seen from ▲, ▲ seen from ■) out of the learning data as reference, the 
identification surface where that distance (margin) is greatest is set. 
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Fig. 2  Example of Image Recorded by Track Facility Monitoring Device
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Fig. 3  Flow of Signal Bond Normal/Abnormal Detection Processing
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Fig. 6 shows the flow of signal bond extraction using the two methods above.  At the learning stage, signal bonds are 
manually cut out from the images used for learning, the CoHOG feature quantity of those images is calculated, and 
the identification surface is set using those calculated feature values by SVM and used for judgment.  At the signal bond 
extraction stage, images the same size as the manually cut out signal bond is cut out from the entire area of input images, 
and the CoHOG feature quantity of that part is calculated.  Then, which side of the identification surface the calculated 
value is on is calculated to judge whether or not the object is a signal bond.  

4.3 Positioning 
Signal bond positioning is composed of the two processes of “rough positioning” and “detailed positioning”.

In rough positioning, position identification of the same bond of the reference recording date images and target 
recording date is preformed; and in detailed positioning, fine correction of recording angle and the like is performed 
for each signal bond associated in rough positioning.  The basic concept of rough positioning is shown in Fig. 7.  First, 
section length L between the multiple target bonds detected in bond extraction processing is calculated for the reference 
date images and target data images.  Then, after multiple section lengths L of the reference date and target date are 
obtained, the same section lengths L are associated as shown by the double diagonal lines in the figure to find the amount 
of divergence between reference date and target date.  By applying this amount of divergence to the target date, position 
identification with each signal bond on the reference date is performed. 
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4.4 Abnormality Judgment
In abnormality judgment processing, whether abnormal or normal is judged in difference detection using Histograms 
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature quantity.  HOG feature quantity is histogram of intensity gradient of a local area 
(expressing ambient luminance change as direction) converted to feature quality, and it used in detecting people and 
recognizing objects as it is resilient against geometric change and fluctuation in lighting.  Fig. 8 is an explanatory diagram 
for the HOG feature quantity used in this paper.  A local area (cell) is set, the luminance change direction of that area is 
quantized, and a histogram is created.  Direction is quantized in eight directions, and intensity gradient image is given a 
different color for each direction and expressed in a histogram with eight pins (bar-shaped objects in the graph).

After noise removal and other preprocessing is performed for each signal bond of reference date images and target date images 
after detailed positioning is completed, dissimilarity is found per corresponding cell using the HOG feature quantity.  Dissimilarity 
of each cell is averaged for the image as a whole, and whether or not that average value exceeds a threshold is judged. 

5. Signal Bond Abnormality Judgment Device Prototyping and Evaluation

We created a prototype “signal bond abnormality judgment device” equipped with the algorithm described in the 
previous chapter.  This device has functions that can implement manually things such as “addition of undetected signal 
bond” and “correction of judgment result” for the results automatically calculated in each process.  Using the prototype 
abnormality judgment device, we conducted performance evaluation using track monitoring images of three JR East lines.  
Bond extraction rate was 83% in March 2018 and not all signal bonds could be detected automatically.  Furthermore, 
positioning success rate was 89%.  And when humans confirmed monitoring images visually, there were no examples of 
bonds recognized as abnormal (this time, change of wire breaking greater than 80%) being output every time correctly as 
abnormal and of abnormalities being misjudged as being normal.  

6. Conclusion

This paper covers a study of an algorithm for detecting signal bonds abnormalities and creation of prototype “signal 
bond abnormality judgment device” equipped with that algorithm.  We conducted performance verification by track 
monitoring images recorded on multiple lines for the prototype and confirmed that large bond changes of wire breaking 
greater than 80% could be detected by performing tasks such as manually correcting bond automatic extraction and 
positioning.  Into the future, we plan to improve accuracy in processes for abnormality judgment and perform on-site 
performance evaluation with prototypes equipped with the improved algorithm.
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Fig. 8  Example of Using HOG Feature Quantity


